
GOD AT WORK

Pastor Hunter Bezet - January 25 & 26, 2020

Ecclesiastes 4:7-12 ”I observed yet another example of something

meaningless under the sun. This is the case of a man who is all alone,

without a child or a brother, yet who works hard to gain as much wealth

as he can. But then he asks himself, ‘Who am I working for? Why am I

giving up so much pleasure now?’ It is all so meaningless and depressing.

Two people are better off than one, for they can help each other succeed.

If one person falls, the other can reach out and help. But someone who

falls alone is in real trouble. Likewise, two people lying close together can

keep each other warm. But how can one be warm alone? A person

standing alone can be attacked and defeated, but two can stand back-to-

back and conquer. Three are even better, for a triple-braided cord is not

easily broken.”

THREE REASONS ON WHY YOU NEED A LIFE GROUP:

REAL RELATIONSHIPS HELP US ________________________________.

Romans 12:9 ”Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; cling to what is

good.”

Acts 2:42 “They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to the

fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer.”

REAL RELATIONSHIPS HELP US ___________________ _________________
_________________.

Romans 12:15 “Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn with those who

mourn.”

REAL RELATIONSHIPS HELP US ______________________
___________________.

Matthew 18:19-20 “I also tell you this: If two of you agree here on earth

concerning anything you ask, my Father in heaven will do it for you. For

where two or three gather together as my followers, I am there among

them.”

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

BETTER TOGETHER
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